
WRITING AN EDITORIAL RESPONSE

CHARACTERISTICS OF EDITORIAL WRITING An editorial is an article that presents the newspaper's opinion on an
issue. It reflects the majority vote of the.

Choosing Your Opinion You need to ask yourself, are you for or against the issue you have chosen as your
topic for your newspaper editorial piece. Explain the issue objectively as a reporter would and tell why this
situation is important 5. For example, in the sample report that follows, the first paragraph summarizes the
book, and the three paragraphs that follow detail three separate reactions of the student writer to the book. The
most persuasive argument should be left for the end. Organize your material. Did the work increase your
understanding of a particular issue? Outline Your Editorial Oh, the dreaded outline. Condense the content of
the work by highlighting its main points and key supporting points. There is no way to obtain an answer to the
question "What is editorial writing? Editorial writers have different writing styles and, to be blunt, some are
better writers than others. Read the tips from experts below to better understand what is an editorial essay.
This is the point of departure for writing a critique of an editorial. Be specific. From the opening paragraph
introduction , the author should motivate his readers to take a specific action to implement the solution. Avoid
thinking that you have to have everything clearly thought out and structured before you begin to write. Studies
by Dr. Cite paraphrased or quoted material from the book or article you are writing about, or from any other
works, by using the appropriate documentation style. Consult with your instructor to determine what
publishing information is necessary and where it should be placed. A rigorous national evaluation of Early
Head Start found significant impacts in language skills, social skills and interactions, and behavior. If you are
interesting in debating or agreeing with an editorial opinion it is important to know how to craft a well written
response. Your conclusion should also have a few solutions you think would help with the issue at hand.
Members of Congress, in effort to reduce the budget, are looking to cut funding from public television.
Evaluate the merit of the work: the importance of its points, its accuracy, completeness, organization, and so
on. Praise: These editorials commend people and organizations for something done well. These arguments of
course should be backed up with facts and evidence from your research of the topic. But this community
program cannot succeed without adequate federal support for Early Head Start. He spends whole days
smoking and looking at cars going by. Do not be passive in the arguments that come before the strongest. It
reflects the majority vote of the editorial board, the governing body of the newspaper made up of editors and
business managers. However, a critique cannot simply stop with espousing your agreement or disagreement.
You can not be on both sides of the fence when writing an editorial piece. Explain or interpret: Editors often
use these editorials to explain the way the newspaper covered a sensitive or controversial subject. Give it some
punch. A controversial subject should describe both sides of the coin. He has since had great success in
working with patients by helping them locate in their own lives meanings of love, work, and suffering. An
argument should be sensitive, debatable, and controversial to attract the readers.


